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They had now reached the airy dwelling where Mrs. Macshake resided,,
and hewing rung> the door was at length most deliberately opened.—
S- ferrier.
The lovers sought a shelter, and, mutually charmed with each other,
time flew for a while on downy pinions.—S. FERRIER.
A molecular change is propagated to the muscles by which the body is
retracted, and causing them to contract, the act of retraction is brought
about.—huxley.
Joseph^ as they supposed, by tampering with Will, got all my secrets,
and was acquainted with all my motions—; and having also undertaken
to watch all those of his young lady, the wise family were secure.—
richardson.
Miss Pinkerton ... in vain .. . tried to overawe her. Attempting once
to scold her in public, Rebecca hit upon the . .. plan of answering her in
French, which quite routed the old woman.—thackeray.
But he thought it derogatory to a brave knight passively to await
the assault, and ordering his own men to charge, the hostile squadrons*
rapidly advancing against each other, met midway on the plain.—
prescott.
Alvarado, roused by the noise of the attack on this quarter, hastened
to the support of his officer, when Almagro, seizing the occasion, pushed
across the bridge, dispersed the small body left to defend it, and,/iz//z«j
on Alvarado's rear, that general saw himself hemmed in on all sides.—
prescott.
Murtagh) without a word of reply, went to the door, and shouting into
the passage something in Irish, the room was instantly filled with bog-
trotters.—borrow.
But, as before, Anne once more made me smart, and having equipped;
herself in a gown and bonnet of mine-—not of the newest—off we set—
crockett.
At this I was silent for a little, and then / resolved to speak plainly
to Anne. But not being ready with my words, she got in first.—
crockett.
For many years /had to contend with much opposition in the nature
of scepticism; but having had hundreds of successful cases and proofs
it has become such an established fact in the eastern counties that many
landowners, &c., would not think of sinking a well without first seeking
the aid of a water diviner.—Times.
6. A more obvious trap, and consequently less fatal, is
a change from the active construction that may have been
intended to a passive, without corresponding alterations. If
the writers of the next two had used we must admit instead of
H.S.	I

